In recent years, a significant progress has been made in ultrasonic and related investigations of bimolecular systems in a wide range of temperatures. A brief review of the current state and perspectives of these investigations is presented.
A temperature-scanning fixed-path ultrasonic interferometer has been recently made in our hstitute (7, 8) . This device is based on the earlier developed flat-wve ultrasonic resonators (2) and a computer-compatible automatic acoustic resonance analyzer constructed by L. De Maeyer and T. Funck (Max-Planck-Institute, Gottingen, Germany). A special computer algorithm provide fast measurements, with the temperature scars rates up to 2 Wmin and the interval between readings a few seconds. Basic characteristics: sound frequency, 6,5-8~z; sample volume, 1 ml; reproducibility at the highest scan rate, 3x 10+ YO for sound velocity and 5 % for absorption (relative to water); the accuracy of temperature, 0.1 K; resolution, 0.005 K; dynamic hysteresis of temperature, 0.05 K (at the highest scan rate). To date, this is a unique temperature-scanning device providing the fast and precise measurements in solutions with the concentrations as low as 0.1 mass Yo. Further advances are expected with the development of the new type ultrasonic resonators based on the cylindrical waves (A. P. Sarvazyan and V. P. Ponomarev).
MOLECULAR ASPECTS OF TEMPERATURE-SCAHG MEASUREMENTS
Solute-induced changes of solutions are usuaIly characterized by excess sound velocity, u.X= u -uO; excess absorption per wavelength, dm = d -4; partial volume,~=~1~, and partial compressibility,~= d~/@ (index {(o)) refers to solvent; N is the number of moles of solute).
Hydration. A well-know characteristic feature of water, differing it from other Iiquids, is abnormally high structural relaxation resulting in hi@y nodinear temperature dependence of volume and compressibility. The relaxation may be either suppressed or enhanced by the molecules of different structure, Therefore hydration can be characterized by the nodinear temperature dependence (4,5). For instance, the number of strongly bound water can be determined by means of equation d2~/ DT2 = -nhx(dz~0 /d T*), where nh is the hydration number. This is one of the best approaches to the volumetric characterization of bound water in aqueous solutions.
Knetics of phase transitions in lipid membranes. Acoustic relaxation in liquids is normally investigated by means of ultrasonic spectroscopy. However, the relaxation parameters can also be evaluated from the singlefiequency measurements in the cases when the relaxation strength can be altered by an experimentally controlled variable (temperature, e.g.). The relaxation contributions to sound absorption (d) and velocity (u,) can thus be determined (9). The effective relaxation time ( r,,.ff) is calcdated from a well-know relationship: r,,.ff= -(d/u,) i 2ZU (U is circular frequency).
Using this method, an information of principal importance was recently obtained on the kinetics of the new phase nuclei formation in lipid membranes (6-8). For the first time, the key rate-limiting parameters -the rate constant of an elementary step of nucleation and the solid-fluid interphase line tension -have been determined for this biologically important process. For the purpose of illustration, the ultrasonic transition curves for an aqueous dispersion of lipid vesicles are presented in Figure 1 . men temperature approaches the transition point (40.5 'C), the so-called heterophase fluctuations (spontaneous creatiotidissipation of the new phase nuclei of sub-critical size) become pronounced that results in a sound velocity decrease and absorption increase. The relaxation contributions are obtained by means of a linear extrapolation (Figure 1) .
Also we have shown for some lipid membranes (7) that, under usual experimental conditions, the melting transition is strongly nordinear and, therefore, equilibrium-thermodynamic approach is not applicable to its interpretation, contrary to a common belief.
Phase transitions in protein molecules. There are three stable states of globtiar protein molecules in water: the ((solid-like) )native, the ((liquid-like})moltenglobule, and the ((gas-like)} unfolded states. Many works were devoted to volumetric study of these states (reviewed in 10), and, surprisingly, ody in two of them, the temperature-induced transition was investigated. The reason is that the temperature dependency is presently measured point-by-point, with stops at each temperature, which is a very laborious procedure. The temperature-scting technique has evident advantages in this field of protein science.
A comparison with calorimetry. The scanning calorimetric and scanning ultrasonic measurements give complementary information not ordy because they are related to the two basic parts of free energy (the thermal and mechanical ones) but also because they reflect different time-scales. Melting of lipid membranes is a good illustration of this statement. The transitioninduced peak of heat absorption in scanning calorimetry reflects the slow process of the whole transition. This peak is so high that a minor contribution of heterophase fluctuations to the heat capacity is masked and hardly obsemed. Contrary to that, the ultrasoni- tally measured relaxation compressibility and related acoustic quantities reflect the fast process of small nuclei formation and are easily detected (see above). The contribution of this process is not masked by the transition itself as the latter cannot follow the fast ultrasonic oscillations of pressure.
